
 

 

1 Overview  

 

MarketLine’s Country Statistics database provides users with timely and comprehensive global 

macroeconomic coverage from national government sources and international agencies. Coverage is 

complemented by financial market indicators used in support of macroeconomic analysis, including 

commodity prices and indices, interest and exchange rates, and more. This database is designed for 

those who opt for a comprehensive view of the global economy or at a much higher level, a comparative 

analysis view of countries or indicators. 

1.1 Country Statistics Summary Offerings 
 Provides access to 895 macroeconomic and industry drivers, which consist of timely and 

accurately updated data from primary sources and global agencies. It covers 21 territories across 

213 countries.  

 Provides time series data from 1960 to 2025 and gives clients the access to top line indicators 

with forecasts by using advanced models in economic, demographic, monetary and public 

finances sectors. 

 Provides comprehensive data and forecasts on various industries, including detailed coverage of 

consumer demographics, income and expenditure series 

1.2 Key Features of Data Tool 

 It enables the user to quickly download all selected time series from html to Excel in few simple 

steps. 

 Includes Graph Manager, quick view of data, and essential mathematical functions. 

 Flexibility in editing graph scale. Also, provides an option to create multiple charts such as Line, 

Pie, Bar, Grouped Bars and Growth Matrix. 

 Converts graphs into Word, PPT, PDF, PNG and GIF image formats. 

 Preset and saved searches. 

 Accommodates definition, methodology and source fields as part of data display on platform. 

 Creates dashboards and interactive charts to display key variables. 

1.3 Country Statistics Data Tool User Guide 
Find below the details on various steps involved in accessing country statistics database. 

 

1.3.1 Go to Marketline Advantage by clicking below URL 

http://advantage.marketline.com/  

http://advantage.marketline.com/


 

 
  

 

1.3.2 Click on “databases” section from above window 

 

1.3.3 Click on “Country Statistics” section from above window  
On this page users can select the required country name from ‘Geography’ window and indicator from 

‘indicators’ window. By default, it will provide line chart with units reported in left side scale and indicator 

description on right side 



 

 

 

1.3.4 Find indicator details by clicking on “indicator heading” on right 

side of the data details window 
By clicking on indicator details in the right side window, the user can get details on indicator description, 

value for latest time period, units, sourcing details, definition, methodology, start- and end-period, overall 

history covered, minimum, maximum, mean, median and standard deviation for each of the selected 

indicator. 

 

1.3.5 Data and chart download options 
By clicking the left side corner “Export Excel” icon user can download data in excel format with country, 

units and taxonomy details. This section allows user to download maximum of 100 indicators in one go. 

Similarly, the user can download chart by selecting various options from chart type (time series, bar chart, 

pie chart, grouped bars and growth matrix) in PDF, Word, PPT and Image formats. 



 

 

  

1.4 Country Statistics Offering in Detail 
Along with the new Country Statistics interface, MarketLine clients can now access an additional 130 

variables from the economy, demographics, financial services and construction categories. Below are the 

integrated country statistics offerings according to main category of indicators. 

Indicator Category Number of Indicators 

Economy 338 

Demographics 257 

Labor force and employment 32 

Education 15 

Healthcare 69 

Environment 5 

Technology and communications 17 

Consumer 5 

Agriculture 38 

Financial services 30 

Energy and utilities 36 

Transportation and logistics 26 

Automotives 10 

Travel and tourism 11 

Construction 6 

Grand Total 895 

 


